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ABSTRACT

A two-dimensional model is proposed: there are two kinds of sites, with one electronic
state per site; tunneling takes place only in one direction; the interaction involves only
electrons on different sites. The existence of a phase transition involving interband pairing
of electrons is discussed in the mean field approximation.
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1 The model

Even before, but mainly since the discovery of the high Tc superconductors, a great deal
of effort has been invested in inventing and solving different low dimensional models for
superconductivity 2. The present model belongs to this category. It claims no origin
in any of the materials belonging to the very rich class of superconducting compounds.
However, there are a few features which are related to some characteristics of the high Tc

materials: The model is two-dimensional, is anisotropic, and pairing associates electrons
belonging to different sublattices. Moreover, the interaction has a resonant character in
the momentum space. It should be mentioned here that in spite of the non trivial q-
dependence of the coupling, the existence of the pairing transition in the MFA can be
proved. The attraction between electrons belonging to the two kind of atoms is postulated
without wondering about its (phononic or other) origin.

We shall work in the MFA, calculating the spectrum of the excitations in the presence
of a pairing order parameter. Then the free energy functional is calculated and mini-
mized, showing the existence of a pairing transition. The nature of the transition (its
superconductivity and its stability) is a different problem.

Let us consider a two-dimensional lattice of biatomic molecules (or equivalently two
interwoven lattices of two kinds of atoms C and D). Atoms of the kind "C" occupy the
lattice sites. The elementary vectors of the lattice are a and b (a < b) and the positions

—*
of the atoms of the kind "D" are defined by the vectors aa + /36. There is one electronic
state on each atom of both types. Tunneling takes place only on the a direction and
there is interaction only between atoms of different kinds. Denoting by c+, c, d+, d the
creation annihilation operators for the electronic states of the two types of atoms, the
model hamiltonian we propose is

- 2uc[c+(Rn + a)ca{Rn) + c+(Rn - a)cff(#„)] +

(eQ - ^d^R^d^Rn) - 2ud[d+(Rn + a)dt,(Rn) + d+(Rn - a)drt(RTl)}+ (1)

7\ Y,[4(Rn)cARn)<iURn + ^a + 0b)d<r(Rn + ad + l3b)+ h.c]
n,<r,er'

After Fourier transforming we obtain

with the one-electron (tight binding) dispersion laws

£c(fc) = ec — pi ~ 2uc cos(k • a) (3)

ed(k) = ea - fi- 2 u d cos(k • a) (4)

2The literature on two dimensional models of pairing is quite extensive. A survey of
this literature would be out of proportion for this present short note. Any paper (except
the present one) is a good starting point for a big and complicated graph having articles
on the sites and references on the (oriented) bonds.
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The momentum dependence of the interaction is non-trivial

V(q) = la*[f>(aS + 0b)] (5)

and has a resonant character.
We are interested in the possible condensation of pairs of electrons belonging to dif-

ferent sublattices.

2 Mean field approximation

Following the standard MFA phylosophy we shall seek non-zero averages of the type:

(%odk,o>) = h,-*8*,-*1^ (6)

For consistency, let us denote

, , > ^ (7)

Now if we truncate the hamiltonian according to the MFA procedure, we obtain the
following expression:

> ) b , _ f f ] (8)

where

" ^ (9)

The part o the hamiltonian depending on the operators may be written as

(10)

where

and

(** + %** ° h, o \
(11)

- ̂ Nd 0 <f>Sa 0 \

I 0



The matrix M has just enough simplicity to allow obtaining the four branches of the
spectrum of elementary excitations corresponding to the splitting of the original C and
D bands due to the pairing. These branches are:

± ((e2
c - - ed)

2+

(12)

the order of the sign combinations being ++, —h, H—, .
Eq. (12) makes use of the following notations;

£c(k) = ee(k) + 2-ynd nd = - ^ = - ( n - p)

-> • i V 1
£*{k) = ed{k) + 27nc nc = -jj- = -{n + p)

All the thermodynamics of the system is contained in the free energy

F =

(13)

(14)
r=\

This has to have a minimum with non-zero A* if the pairs do condense. The parameters
of the minimum problem are p, A*, A. The equation to be discussed are:

?L
dP

= 0
dF

= 0 (15)

Some boring but straightforward calculations lead to the system of equations

r / — i \. o / L i_ 0-Ei
— "Y I / c- _1_ c* j \ * / t r l T l h — — —
yr—y r » r {/— _ n \ \ I / ^c i to \ I i | 9 i 1 J U I » - 1 - L 1 ^

it B* [\ 2 / \ E3(k)
(16)

(17)

(18)

This is a complicated system of integral equations to be solved numerically if we put
numbers in the place of the parameters of the material. As the parameter space is six-
dimensional (ec, e(f,n,«c,«d,7) and /z has to be eliminated by the requirement that the
total population of electrons is n, this becomes a rather lengthy computational task. As
we are interested only in proving the existence of the transition, we shall avoid this.

Let us first observe that the "normal" (zero order parameter <j> = <f>* = 0) solution is
present in the system of equations (17)—(19). Then, it is natural to look for the transition



temperature, i.e. the temperature where a non trivial solution <f> ^ 0 first appears, near
enough Tc, <j>k must be small. This way, instead of Eq. (19) we can write:

f(k) = ^Y:v(k-k')4>'(k')[Sk. + Rk>\<j>{k')\2\ (19)
4 k'

where

Sk = Ue + ±-t<+(±-h^ (20)

[ + \ + [ \

= tanh ^ ^ (22)

^ P (23)

Here we are looking for the critical temperature, i.e. the temperature of the appear-
ance of the non-zero solution of Eq.(20). Let us write integrals in place of momentum
summations. Then the problem becomes that of the A = 1 eigenvalue of the integral
equation

(s, y) = - ^ j / jT dx'dy' cosf^x - *') + p(y - y'))K(y')4>(x', y'} (24)

wher, r j / stand for a • k and b • k,

tf+tf + 'f^{U-U) (25)
e ed e + e^

Now, non-zero solutions for the order parameter appear if Eq. (25) has the eigenvalue
A — 1. Due to the form of the kernel of Eq. (23) the functions cos ax cos 0y, cos ax sin /3y,
sin ax cos fly, sin ax, sin/?y are a basis set for the solutions of this equation. This way,
the equation for the critical temperature becomes

- ^\Z(j+jy+(j - LY =i (26)
8TT2 V

with

I = I cos2 flyK(y)dy

J = cos fly sin 0yK(y)dy

L = r sm2 flyK(y)dy (27)
Manifestly, this equation always has a solution, provided the attractive coupling 7(7 <

0) is strong enough.



Now the problem of the stability of the solutions does appear, a most difficult com-
putational task. We do believe that, due to the richness of the parameter space, at least
some islands of stability do exist.

As this is a model calculation, quite a few problems remain open: Is this model a fairly
realistic picture of any material? What happens beyond MFA? What are the features of
the condensed phase? It is superconducting indeed and which kind of superconductivity?
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